The Politicians Officially Dissolved Geo. Muskrat

Institute Committee met this evening, held to in the reason for the early of tickets for Field Day several members were fact, all members except McCoy Muskrat, '43, presi the Reprobating Society. immediately opened the and swelling to enormous ions, counted himself as a and proceeded with the of the day.

First motion brought up was to whether Class A recog should be granted to any A. After long debate the am was amended to read the Massachusetts Institute nology shall be limited to which shall be chosen at this

No Discussion

next motion was that the lug Society be the one activity at the Institute. motion was made by George and seconded by him. was no discussion, with the in of a two hour speech by on the activities of his or son since its founding at M. this afternoon. When finally was demanded committee (of one) it was that the speech had had no as the motion was passed by in of one vote with no dis votes.

final motion of the meeting at the Institute Committee Massachusetts Institute of igy be dissolved until every member had crawled on his and knees across the Harbridge and kissed Muskrat's the Boston side. Muskrat id himself that he would another meeting in Room sometime in the immediate
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Tweeds—Fleeces Boucles—Worsted Cheviots and other imports in Raglan Shoulders Set-in Sleeves and Chesterfields

Every coat is 100% ALL WOOL and priced to meet WAR TIME BUDGETS

Complete collection of lined and unlined GLOVES

ALL WOOL HOSIERY from Britain including ARGYLES

FLANNEL SHIRTS & FLANNEL PAJAMAS

BUY WAR BONDS

TEDFORD-HARVARD INC.

1442 Mass. Ave. - Harvard Square

TOOL and DIE MAKING INSTRUMENT MAKING Courses 3 to 12 Weeks FOR MEN & WOMEN Instant Individual Instruction

TROPOLITAN TECHNICAL SCHOOL 4 W. 43 St., N.Y. Uptown 3-2180

Junior Prom Orchestra — November 20